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We have seven articles for y'all this time. I like that, 
like having a bunch of little pieces rather than three or four 
longer articles. The seven articles are: 

Improving the Runs Created Formula 
by David H. Robinson 
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Miracle Teams and Long Shots: What are the Odds? 
by Sandy Sillman 

Page 7 

Some Comments on Charles Pavitt's "Bias In Fielding 
Evaluation 1: Pitcher Handedness", 

by Dallas Adams 
Page 11 

All-Time Greats Consensus 

The Implications 
2. 

by Daniel Greenia 
Page 12 

of Leadership Research on Baseball: 
Current Theory 

by Charles Pavitt 
Page 13 

On the Inaccuracy of the Pythagorean Equation at 
Extreme Scoring Ratios 

by Dallas Adams 
Page 17 

Strikeout to Walk Ratios and Winning Records 
by Russ Eagle 

page 19 

Another thing I like about this issue is that several articles 
included accomplish something that was one of the initial goals 
of this project, which was to provide a place for an on-going 
discussion of sabermetric issues. Dallas Adams' first article 
responds to a comment six issues ago by Charles Pavitt. Russ 
Eagle's research responds to a question I posed in the last issue. 
Charles Pavitt's article extends his own work begun in issue 27. 
David Robinson's leadoff piece responds to prior sabermetric 
research published in other places. That's what we're about. 
Thanks. 

Bill James 

Editor and Publisher: Bill James Address: Box 171, Winchester, KS 66097 



IMPROVING THE RUNS CREATED FORMULA 
by David H. Robinson 

Bill James' Runs Created formula has fascinated me ever since I 
first picked of a copy of the Abstract. Why does it work? ' 
What· is it saying about other baseball statistics? How do we 
use it? Well, I'm not going to attempt an explanation of all 
these issues here. Like other statisticians, when given an 
estimator of any kind, one of the foremost questions in my mind 
is "How can I improve it?"; that is, how can I tweek the Runs' 
Created formula to make it come even closer to the actual 
number of runs that a team scores? That's what I'll attempt to 
show in this article. 

The simplest formula, and the only one I've ever committed to 
memory, is presented by James as: 

RC = (H + W) * (TB) I (AB + W) 
This formula consists of three components: 

H + W = number of times reached base from hits or walks 
TB = total bases 

AB + W = number of plate appearances (almost) 
With a slight amount of inaccuracy, we can also write the 
formula as: 

RC = AB * SLA * OBA, 
where OBA - on-base average = (H + W)/(AB + W) approximately, 

and SLA - slugging average = TB/AB. 

This form for RC is very appealing to me, as it combines SLA 
and OBA in a meaningful, but simple way. But this simple form 
for RC is not perfect, as James has noted in presenting two 
more technical versions for calculating RC. The two technical 
versions are somewhat more accurate than the simpler RC, but 
lose some appeal in the increased number of statistics 
necessary to calculate them. In addition, Paul Johnson, in the 
1985 Abstract, has presented his own formula for RC, also with 
three versions ranging from simple to technical, though none is 
as gimple as James' oiiginal RC formula. Johnson's versions 
appear to be slight improvements over James' RC, but they too 
require more complete statistical data. In case you don't 
happen to have the Abstract handy as you read this, the 
formulas for the three James estimators and three Johnson 
estimators are given below: 

BJ1 = CH + to * (TE) 
AB + W 

BJ2 - CH + N CS) * ( TE + ,55*SE) -
AB + W 

BJ3 - (H + W + HP - CS GIDP) * -
(TE + ,26*Ui - IN + HE) + .52*(SH + SE + SBn 

AB + W + HP + SH + SF 

PJ1 = .16*(2*(TB + W) + H + SB .615*(AB H) ) 

PJ2 - .16*(2*(TB + W) + H + SB .610*(AB + SB/4 H) ) -

PJ3 - .16*(2*(TB + W + HP) + H + SB -
- .605*(AB + CS + GIDP - H)) 

C:--· 
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I began my research on RC by taking the team batting data from 
the Elias Baseball Analyst for the years 1984, 1985, and 1986. 
The data contains team SLA and OBA broken down according to 5 
categories: leading off, runners on, runners in scoring 
position, runners on with 2 out, runners in scoring position 
with 2 out. From these, other categories can easily be 
computed; in fact, 13 different SLAs and OBAs can be obtained 
from the Elias data. They are: 

(1) total 
(2) bases empty 
(3) leading off 
(4) bases empty, not leading off 
(5) runners on 
(6) runners on with less than 2 out 
(7) runners on with 2 out 
(8) runner on first only 
(9) runners in scoring position 
(10)runner on first only with less than 2 out 
(ll)runners in scoring position with less than 2 out 
(12)runner on first only with 2 out 
(13)runners in scoring position with 2 out. 

Not being sure which categories might be most influential on 
RC, I took the formula RC = AB * SLA * OBA, and computed it 
169 times, using all combinations of the 13 SLAs and 13 OBAs 
given above. I did this for each of the 78 teams from the 
years 1984, 1985, and 1986; I then computed the average error 
and average squared error for each of the 169 RCs, in 
predicting the 78 teams' runs for the three seasons. Three 
combinat~ons of SLA and OBA outperformed the rest; they were 

RC1 - AB * SLAl * OBA1 (the original RC formula) -
RC2 = AB * SLA5 * OBA1 (SLA5 = slugging average with 

runners on) 
RC3 - AB * SLA5 - * OBA2 (OBA2 = on-base average with 

bases empty) 

These three RC formulas performed roughly the same for 
predicting the 78 teams' runs. The results are given below in 
terms of mean bias (MB = average amount over-estimating or 
under-estimating), mean absolute error (MAE = average amount
of error in estimation, without regard to sign), and mean 
square error (MSE = average amount of squared error). For 
comparison purposes, I have also included the results for BJ1, 
BJ2, BJ3, as well as PJ1, PJ2, PJ3. 

MB MAE MSE 

Re1 -3.1 21. 8 724.3 
RC2 10.3 21.1 648.9 
RC3 -9.1 20.7 682.4 
BJ1 -4.5 21. 6 724.3 
BJ2 -4.4 20.7 657.3 
BJ3 -0.0 19.2 560.0 
PJ1 1.9 19.4 560.7 
PJ2 2.3 19.5 562.0 
PJ3 -0.1 19.1 550.4 
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The 3 PJ estimators, as well as BJ3, are doing the best. The 
first 5 estimators (RC1, RC2, RC3, BJ1, and BJ2) are roughly 
equivalent, but inferior to the others. This is somewhat 
expected, as the more technical estimators use more statistical 
information from each team. The problem I considered then was 
how to improve on any of the RC's (using SLA and OBA) to make 
them comparable to the more technical versions of BJ and PJ. 

As I examined the results from RC1, RC2, and RC3, I noticed 
that RC3 tended to underestimate runs scored (ME = -9.1), while 
RC2 tended to overestimate runs scored (MB = 10.3). Why is 
this? I'm guessing that RC3 is biased downward slightly, 
because it uses the OBA with bases empty, which occurs more 
often with good pitching than it does with poor pitching. That 
is, OBA2 < OBA1, generally. On the other hand, RC2 is biased 
upward slightly, because it uses the SLA with runners on base, 
which occurs more often with poor pitching than with good 
pitching. That is, SLA5 > SLA1, generally. (Actually, RC3 
uses both OBA2 and SLA5, but apparently the downward bias of 
OBA2 is stronger than the upward bias of SLA5.) The actual 
number of runs scored tends to be somewhere in the middle, 
though this is not true in every case. This suggests that a 
better estimate of runs scored can be derived by averaging the 
estimates RC1, RC2, and RC3. I'll call this average RCA. The 
results were as follows (again from predicting the 78 teams' 
runs) : 

MB MAE MSE 

RCA -0.6 17.9 514.0 

This estimator is better than any of the others! I wasn't 
expecting such a big improvement, though in retrospect maybe I 
should have. It is often the case in statistics, that if you 
have several estimators of the same quantity, and the average 
bias is not too severe, then by averaging the estimators 
together you get a reduction in the error of estimation. 

Is this a practical thing to do? Does it make sense? I 
wrestled with this for some time, and I must admit that I'm not 
sure. My guess is that if someone wanted to average all 9 of 
the estimators given in. the table above, and use that for an 
estimate of runs scored, you would do even better! Certainly 
there is a limit to the sensibility of averaging different 
estimators together. particularly when they come from different 
estimation procedures. 

I started looking for other ways to adapt the runs created 
formula. It appears that SLA and OBA have different effects on 
runs created when a batter is batting with runners on base as 
opposed to batting with the bases empty. Maybe what is needed 
is an appropriate mix of SLA2 and SLA5, along with an 
appropriate mix of OBA2 and OBA5. In reality, the overall 
slugging average and on-base average (SLAl and OBA1) for any 
particular team are weighted averages of SLA2 and SLA5, and 
OBA2 and OBA5, respectively. 
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Combining the American League and National League statistics 
over the last three years gives us an equation like this: 

SLA1 = .57 * SLA2 + .43 * SLA5, 

where .57 is the proportion of at-bats that occurred with the 
bases empty, and .43 is the proportion of at-bats that occurred 
with runners on base. A similar equation holds for on-base 
average as well: 

OBA1 = .55 * OBA2 + .45 * OBA5. 

But are these proportions the right ones to use in computing 
runs created? If a batter makes a more important contribution 
by getting a hit with runners on base, it seems natural that 
the weight applied to SLA5 should be heavier than the 
proportion of at-bats with runners on base. Similarly, if OBA2 
seems to be important, (since it did show up in the RC3 formula 
earlier), perhaps a heavier weight should be given to OBA2. 

The upshot of this thought pattern was that I should try to 
come up with new weights for the slugging and on-base averages. 
I examined equations of the form: 

RC = AB * SL * OB 

where S1 - C1 * SLA2 + ( 1 C1) * SLA5, -

and OB = C2 * OBA2 + (1 - C2) * OBA5, 
and the weights Cl and C2 were chosen to minimize the mean 
error of estimation across all 78 teams. To minimize MAE, the 
best values of the constants turned out to be 

C1 = .11 and C2 = .73, giving MAE = 17.6. 

To minimize MSE, the best values of the constants turned out 
to be 

C1 - .18 and C2 = .66, giving MSE = 502.3. 

Since the values of C1 and C2 came out slightly different for 
minimizing the two types of error, I decided to compromise and 
use values of 

Cl = .15 and C2 = .70, giving MB
MAE -

and MSE 

1.1 
17.7 

- 504.8 

You can see that we don't gain alot in additional reduction of 
MAE or MSE over what was already gained by averaging RC1, RC2, 
and RC3 together. However, I feel this last method for 
computing RC is helpful, as it sheds some light on the relative 
importance of slugging average with runners on-base, and on
base average with the bases empty. The same type of reasoning 
should help us in evaluating players individually~ Thus, a 
good measure of a player's "slugging contribution" would be 
given by . 

SL = .15 * (slugging average with bases empty) + 
.85 * (slugging average with runners on base). 



A good measure of a player's "on-base contribution" would be 
given by 

OB = .70 * (on-base average with bases empty) + 
.30 * (on-base average with runners on base). 

Even though about 55% of the average batter's plate appearances 
occur with the bases empty, it appears that those at-bats are 
more important (70%) in determining the average batter's on
base contribution toward runs created. It also appears that 
these same bases-empty at-bats are_ of much less importance 
(15%) in determining the slugging contribution toward runs 
created. 

One effect of using this new runs created formula is that it 
helps to separate two distinct functions of a hitter trying to 
create runs for his team. First of all, if the bases are 
empty, the hitter's primary goal is to reach base somehow, so 
that a teammate can knock him in. If there are runners on 
base, however, then a batter's goal to get a hit which advances 
the runners. The relative importance of each of these 
functions is shown in the calculation of SL and OB. If a 
hitter has a large OB value, then he should be hitting leadoff 
for his team. On the other hand, a hitter with a high SL value 
should probably be batting cleanup, 

Traditionally, the two separate functions of getting on base 
and knocking in runs have been measured by counting runs scored 
and RBIs. But the idea here is not to have two separate 
statistics to measure these contributions, but rather to use 
the statistics jointly to measure RC. That is, the new SL and 
OB should really have little use or· meaning by themselves; they 
are primarily useful together in the calculation of RC. 

It might well be argued that the percentages eC1 and C2) used 
for an individual player should depend on how much that 
particular player batted with the bases empty. But the method 
for adjusting the percentages to fit the player needs more 
study. I hope to pursue this in the near future. 

The data for computing these new slugging and on-base averages 
are readily available from either the Elias book or the new· 
Great American Baseball Stat Book from Project Scoresheet. 
Below are the new slugging averages (SL), the new on-base 
averages (OB), and the new runs created figures (RC) for 
several prominent players from 1986. I've also shown the 
overall slugging average (SLA1), the overall on-base average 
(OBA1), and the runs created figured from them (RC1). 

PLAYER SL OB RC SLAl OBAl RCl 
-------------------------------------------------------------
J. Barfield .530 .365 114 .559 .368 121 
G. Bell .514 .347 114 .532 .349 119 
W. Boggs .515 .443 132 .486 .453 128 
J. Canseco .567 .304 103 .457 .318 87 
J. Carter .500 .339 112 .514 .335 114 
D. Mattingly .536 .400 145 .573 .394 153 
K. Puckett .565 _.366 141 .537 .366 134 
J. Rice .505 .376 117 .490 .384 113 
M. Schmidt .575 .378 120 .547 .390 118 
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11IRACLE TEAMS AND LONG SHOTS: WHAT ARE TIIE ODDS? 

Sandy Sillman 

Every spring when the baseball predictions are made, certain teams come out listed as 
100-1 shots or 200-1 shots. And each year some of us wonder how bad the odds really 
are against a long-shot or miracle team winning the pennant. After all, in 1986 three of 
the four worst teams in baseball -- Cleveland, Texas and San Francisco -- arose to shake 
their respective leagues, and one is left with the feeling that, with a little bit of luck, 
either of these three could have won it all. Bill James (1984 and 1987 Baseball Abstracts) 
has speculated that no team should ever be a 100-1 shot, no matter how bad they are, 
since 'miracle teams seem to come along more like one time in 40 rather than once in 
200.' Yet even Bill James wrote that he wondered how often it happens that a team rises 
to win a championship after finishing 25 games out or after fInishing 44 games out the 
previous year (EA, p.108,139 and 219). And if Bill doesn't know, who does? 

Well, you could look it up,as ol'Case would say - and that's what I've done. I 
looked back through the 86 years of baseball history in order to imd out what the odds 
really are against a long shot. I looked up how often a last-place team rises to imish irrst 
the following year. I looked through history in order to see what sort of records pennant
winning teams have the year before they won. I found out how often a team wins after 
imishing 25, 35, or 45 games outthe previous year. And I've used this info to calculate 
what the odds should be -- the average odds, of course -- against each team based on its 
previous years' record. 

Let me go through all this in the following order: 

(1) How often does a last place o~ near-last place team rise to win a championship? 

(2) What is the largest deficit in games behind thz.t a championship team has overcome 
from one year to the next? 

(3) What are the average odds against a team based on its previous year's record? 

Here goes .... 

(1) HOW OFTEN DOES A LAST PLACE OR NEAR-LAST PLACE TEAM RISE TO 
WIN A CHAMPIONSHIP? 

This one is easy. In 86 years of basebaJj, there has been NO team that has won a 
championship after fmishing in last place the year before -- not one. However there have 
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been four times when a team almost did it The 1945 Washington Senators, a cellar
dweller in 1944, fmished just one game behind the pennant-winning Detroit Tigers. And 
the '69 Mets, '67 Red Sox and '59 Los Angeles Dodgers won pennants after having fin
ished within 2 games of last place the year before. 

A next-to-last place team has gone on to win a pennant on 8 occasions. In addition 
to the three mentioned above, these rapid-rising pennant winners were: the '84 Cubs, '71 
Reds, '46 Red Sox? '33 New York Giants, and '26 Yanks. 

Of course, there are last-place teams and there are last-place teams. A team may fin
ish last or next-to-last and still have a halfway-decent record, as Los Angeles did in '59 
or Baltimore last year. Or a team may fmish last with a terrible record, such as the 1985 
Clevelal1d Indians. Rather than look at the standings, it is better to look at how far out a 
team fmishes, in games behind, in order to determine what the odds are against it win
rung. 

(2) WHAT IS THE LARGEST DEFICIT IN GAMES BEHIND THAT A CHANIPON
SHIP TEAM HAS OVERCOME FROM ONE YEAR TO THE NEXT? 

The record for the largest deficit ever made up by a championship team in a single 
year belongs to the 1954 New York Giants. In 1953 they fmished 35 games behind their 
arch-rivals, the Dodgers, before rising to win the pennant in '54. The '54 Giants were not 
a 'miracle' team, and unlike their kinsmen of 1951 were not long remembered for their 
feat In 1954 they were a regular pennant contender coming off an off-year, having fin
ished 5th in 1953. 

The second-greatest deficit ever made up by a pennant-winning team - 32 games -
was by the 1914 Boston Braves, the 'miracle' Braves. 

These represent. the only occasions when a team has won a championship after fin
ishing more than 30 games behind the previous year. A total of 5 teams have won after 
fmishing between 26 and 30 games out, and nine others have won after finishing between 
21 and 25 games out Here is a comple~ listing, (with games behind in parenthesis): 

1954 Giants (35), 1914 Braves (32), 1945 Cubs (30), 1961 Reds (28),1926 Yankees (27), 
1920 Brooklyn Dodgers (27), 1944 St Louis Browns (26), 1967 Red Sox (25), 1940 
Tigers (25), 1969 Mets (24),1934 Tigers (24), 1918 Cubs (24), 1924 Senators (23), 1912 
Red Sox (23), 1907 Tigers (22), 1959 Los Angeles Dodgers (21). 

Some of these teams were miracle teams. Others, like the '54 Giants and '26 
Yankees were 'comeback' teams, regular pennant contenders recovering from an off 
year. Still others like the '40 Tigers aild '45 Cubs were teams that picked up the pieces 
after the powerhouse from the previous year (the Yankees and Cardinals) collapsed. 
Incidentally, of these 18 teams only 2 repeated as champions the following year - the '26 
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Yankees and '34 Tigers. 

I have looked up the records of all 206 pennant and division-winning teams in the 
year before winning, going back to 1901. The record, in terms of the previous years' fm
ish, forms a nice consistent pattern. The further back a team finishes, the less likely it is 
to go on and win. A team fmishing 20 games back is less likely to win, historically, than 
a team fmishing 15 games back. A team fmishing 10 games back is less likely to win 
than a team fmishing 5 games back. And a team that WON by 5 games is less likely to· 
win again than is a team that won by 10 games. 

Using this fact, we are now able to give the average odds against each team, based 
on its previous-year fmish. 

(3) WHAT ARE THE AVERAGE ODDS AGAINST A TEAM GIVEN ITS PREVIOUS 
YEAR'S RECORD? 

In baseball history since 1901, a total of 140 teams have fmished the season 40 
games behind or more. Of these teams, not one has gone on to win a championship or 
even come close the following year. In view of this, it seems that a team that fmishes 40 
or more games out would historically rate odds of 200: 1 or worse, unless there are strong 
indications that the team will improve. 

There have been 220 teams that have fmished between 31 and 40 games behind. Of 
these, only 2 have gone on to win a championship. A team that fmishes between 31 and 
40 games behind historically rates 100: 1 odds. 

Approxmately 160 teams have fmished between 26 and 30 games out, and of these 
teams 5 have won championships the following year. The historical odds against them: 
33:1. 

Here is a complete listing of the historcai odds against a team based on its previous 
year's fmish: 
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(1st-PLACE FINISHERS -- GM1ES AHEAD) 

15+ 10-14 5-9 0-4 

1:4 1:1 2:1 3:1 

(GAMES BEHIND) 

1-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 
---

2.5:1 5:1 6:1 9:1 

21-25 26-30 31-40 41+ 

15:1 32:1 100:1 200:1 

(y ou may notice that there is one exception to the rule that a better finish makes for 
better odds. Teams that lose championships by slim margins are more likely to win the 
following year than are teams that WIN by slim margins. This fact should be no surprise 
to any baseball fan in the '80' s. However 1st-place teams still win more often than 2nd
place teams.) 

In view of all this, it seems historically justifiable to ,give odds against certain teams 
of 100:1 or even 200:1. Especially because this table shows only the historical odds; it 
does not account for what you know as an observer. A guy on the scene usually have 
some idea whether to expect improvement in a team, and this enables him to give better 
-- or worse - odds than the team's record shows. 

However it is also true that odds of 100:1 or more are regularly hung on teams that 
don't deserve it. This is especially true of a perennial loser -- it may be listed at 100:1 
regardless of the quality of the current team. The Seattle Mariners in 1987 are being rated 
as 200:1 shots or worse - 1000:1 in USA Today. Yet they finished only 24 games out in 
1986, a finish which should rate them. 15:1 odds. In fact the team probably rates even 
b~tter odds than this since it is a young team who most people pick to improve. 

By contrast, the Chicago Cubs are being listed as 10:1 or20:1 shots in 1987. Yet the 
Cubs finished 32 games back in 1986. In addition the Cubs are an old team with few 
fann prospects, so that improvement may be even less likely than the record indicates. I 
would have no qualms against listing the Cubs as 100:1 shots this year. 

The difference between Chicago and Seattle, of course, is that the Cubs are closing 
in on the franchise record for most years without a winning season. However the team 
record in 1984 has little effect on its chances for 1987. Based on the 1986 records and 
1986 teams, the 'long-shot' Mariners are a potential dark horse -- and the Cubs, 
considered as a possible dark-horse, are really long shots. 
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::;OME Cot'lMENTS ON CHARLES PAV ITT'S "B I A::; IN FIELD I NG E\lAL UA TI ON 1: PITCHER HANOEDNE::;::;!I 

By Dallas Adams 

The .June 1 '386 Baseball Analyst pl'esented a papel' by Chades Pavi tt, in !,J,thich he 
invest.igat.ed the effect of pi t.ching handedness on t.he assists pel' !;jame ra,tio of 
infielders. Pavitt th~orized that as, for example, a team's percentage of innings 
pi tched by righthanders increased, the numbel' of lefthanded batters in the opposing 
lineup would also increase. Further, because most batters pull the ball, more balls 
would be hit to the right side of t.he infield, fewer to the left side; and hence 
assists by the shol'tstop and thil'd baseman should decrease while those by the first and 
second basemen should increase. Pavitt studied data for the 1980 and 1'381 major league 
seasons, treating each infield position as a separate case. He writes: 

"Thus, based on the correlations between assists and rit;jhthanded innin!;js, we 
find evidence supporting the e~dstence of the predicted bias in three of four 
cases. As expected, the greater the proportion of innings pitched by 
ri>;)hthandel's, the more balls are hi t to the second basemen, and the less balls 
are hit to the Shol'tstop and third basen)en. The e)<:ception is fil'St basemen, 
for whom assists have an insignificant negative correlation with righthanded 
innings. F'ete F'a1me\' has su!~gested to me that this surprising finding rnay be 
due to fil'st basemen's positioning, Al~ainst 1efthanded battel's, they may be 
more likely to be playinl;j near the base, allowinl~ them a >;jreater oppol'tunity 
to make plays themselves (and getting putouts). Against righthanded batters, 
they are more likely to be far from the base, forcing them to flip th~ ball to 
the pitcher (and l;jetting assists)." 

Palmer's conjectul'e ce\'tainly sounds l'easonab1e. If it were true, however, one would 
expect that lefthanded pitchers (Pavitt postUlates that these will'be facing a higher 
percentage of righthanded batters than are faced by ri!;)hthanded pitchers) would compi Ie 
hi!;)hel' putout V)tal s per inning pi tched than do ri!;)hthanded pitchers. 

Unfort.unately this appears not to be the case. I bJok pitcher fielding data and 
inninl;)s pitched for 19f:0 and 1'381, the two seasons which Pavitt used in his analysis! 
and tabulated them on the basis !Jf pi tche\' handedness. As can be seen hom the table 
below, 1efthanded pi tchel's make fewe\, putouts (and more assists) pel' inning pi tched than 
do l' i!;Jhthanders! 

------LEFTHANDEO F'ITCHERS------- ------RIGHTHANOED PITCHERS------
IP PO A E DP FA IP PO A E DP FA 

19BO NL 46:39 21:3 ~3{)2 41 4.5 . '361 12:341 :334 1:367 147 131 .948 
1980 AL 708'3 :321 1074 49 71 .966 1324:3 :::7t3 1:38:3 142 1-5:3 .951 
19f:1 NL 2944 142 .54:3 25 24 .965 BS92 577 1281 ;39 79 .94-5 
1981 AL 4'-:'<""-' ·:;0·:; 216 742 '';)7 

'J, .sO .9628 9077 637 1:372 78 109 .9626 
TOTALS 19105 ;392 3166 152 190 .964 4385:3 2927 6;40:3 456 477 .95:3 

TOTALS/IP .0467 .166 .OOB .010 .0667 .146 .010 .011 

Al though my pl'imary intel'est was in putouts fOl' pi tchel's, I tabulated the othe\' 
f ieldin!~ statistical cate!;jodes as well. It is interestin!;) t!J note that clean chances 
(putouts plus assist.s) pel' i\)nin!~ pitched al'e essentially equal foT' both lef thanders 
(.21241) and l'ighthandel's (.21287). Moreover, pitchel' double play frequency is also 
very similar for b!)th groups. On the other hand, en'or frequency is much 'lowel' (and 
hence fielding avel'age is much higher) for lefthanders. Indeed, in each of the fou\' 
}} league seasons" studied, 1efthanded pi tchel's had the highel' f ieldinl~ ave\~age. This is 
a bi t fnysti fying since I wlJuld have expected it to be easier to make an el'\,OI' on a throw 
than· on a catch; yet it is the lef thanders, doin!;) more throwing and less catching (as 
far as batted balls are concerned), who have the fe1,tJel' erl'ors. Thus, perhaps it is the 
more difficult pickoff throw which is the main source of additional el'f'ors fop 
righthande\'s. 
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All-Time Greats Consensus 
by Daniel Greenia 

This survey was inspired by MCCleery & Vloods' article in issue 
28. My intent was to identify baseball's greatest year by answering 
the question, In what season were the most great players in their 
primes? 

First I made a consensus list of the fifty greatest players. 
Actually, I was able to compile the list up to eighty players but did 
not feel compelled to include all of these in the analysis. I. used 
Bill James' lists in the Historical Abstract, Peter Palmer's lists in 
The Hidden Game and McCleery & Woods' list from the Analyst. I be
lieve this method gives me a very accurate top fifty, although I 
wasn't too exact about the rankings. 

Next, I carefully determined each player's five best years, again 
with referance to James' and Palmer's books. I decided that for non
pitchers these years must fall within a ten year span. I assumed 
that a player could not retain his peak skills beyond that period, 
especially hard-to-measure defensive skills. I made one exception, 
for Mize, due to the war. (See accompanying list.) 

The result is that no one season stands above the rest. That 
suggests to me that the list is probably fair, with no bias towards 
extreme hitting or pitching years. 

Five years had seven players: 34, 36, 69, 70, 77. Two years had 
six: 32 and 38. Twelve years had five, none before 1932. Six years 
before 1983 had none: 19, 26, 43, 44, 45, 78. 

The number of player-seasons by decade is as follows: 
90's: 3 10's: 2830's: 49 50's:'33 70's! 42 
OO's: 1720's: 1840's: 1960's: 35 80's: 6 

Looking at five year stretches, the best is 1934-38 with thirty 
player-seasons. The players comprising that "Golden Aqe lf are 
Greenberg and Gehringer (4 years); FOxx, Ott, Appling and Hubbell 
(3 years);' Gehrig, DiMaggio, Mize and Waner (2 years) i Grove and 
Cronin (1 year). Other leading eras are 1973-77 with 27 seasons and 
1966-70 with 25. Before 1932 the top stretch is 1909-13 with 19. 

Except for 1941-45, the worst five year periods began three years 
after the wars: 1922-26 (5) and 1948-52 (7). This suggests that many 
great careers were lost due to missed development years during the wars. 

Among teams, the Giants have six of the fifty players. However, 
one of these is the borderline inclusion of Perry, who actually hit 
his peak with Cleveland. The Yankees are next with five. The Indians 
would have five if you credit them with Young and perry. Surprisingly, 
the Dodgers have none. (Koufax is *62.) 

Finally, the leagues are evenly represented. If Young is counted 
as NL, each league has 25 players. 

1.Ruth,Yankees 20-21-23-24-27 
2.Cobb,Tigers 09-l1~12-15-l7 
3.Aaron,Braves 57-59-61-62-63 
4.Mays,Giants 54-55-57-58-62 
5.Williams,R.Sox 41-42-46-47-49 
6.Wagner,pirates 05-06-07-08-09 
7.Gehrig,Yankees 27-30-31-34-36 
8.Hornsby,Cards 20-21-22-24-25 
9.Johnson,Senators 10-12-13-15-18 

10.DiMaggio,Yankees 37-38-39-40-41 
11.Musial,Cardinals 46-48-49-51-53 
12.Grove,Athletics 28-30-31-32-35 
13.Speaker,R.Sox 12-13-14-16-17 
14.Mantle,Yankees 55-56-57-58-61 
15.E.Collins,A's 09-10-13-14-15 
16.Mathewson,Giants 03-05-08-09-11 
17.Schmidt,Phillies 74-77-79-80-81 
18.Lajoie,Indians 01-03-04-06-10 
19.Foxx,Athletics 32-33-34-36-38 
20.Seaver,Mets 69-71-73-75-77 
21.F.Robinson,Reds 59-61-62-64-66 
22.Morgan,Reds 72-73-74-75-76 
23.0tt,Giants 29-32-34-36-38 
24.Alexander,Phils 11-15-16-17-20 
25.Mathews,Braves 53-54-55-59-60 

26.Yastrzemski,R.Sox 63-67-68-69-70 
27.Kaline,Tigers 55-56-59-61-63 
28.Young,Red Sox 92-93-95-01-02 
29.Bench;Reds 70-72-74-75-77 
30.Gehringer,Tigers 29-34-35-36-37 
31.Berra,Yankees 50-52-53-54-56 
32.Carlton,Phillies 72-76-77-80-82 
33.Rose,Reds 68-69-70-73-76 
34.Greenberg,Tigers 34-35-37-38-40 
35.Spahn,Braves 47-51-53-56-57 
36.J.Jackson,Indians 11-12-13-16-20 
37.B.Robinson,Orioles 62-64-65-66-67 
3&.Feller,Indians 39-40-41-46-47 
39.Mize,Cardinals 37-38-39-40-47 
40.R.Jackson,A's 69-73-74-75-77 
41.Gibson,Cardinals 66-68-69-70-72 
42.P.Waner,Pirates 27-28-32-34-36 
43.Appling,W.Sox 33-35-36-37-40 
44.Hubbell,Giants 32-33-34-35-36 
45.Brett,Royals 76-77-79-80-85 
46~McCovey,Giants 65-66-68-69-70 
47.Palmer,Ori61es 70-73-75-76-77 
48.Banks,Cubs 55-57-58-59-60 
49.Cronin,Senators 30-31-32-33-38 
50.G.Perry,Giants 66-69-70-72-74 

The next 30: Clemente, Carew, Marichal, Santo, Coch~an~, Fo~d DiCkey. 
f d 

. . I· , , 
Craw or , Robe~ts, F:J:sch, Hartnett,.Koufax, KillebI7ew, Goslin, FingeI7s, 
Vaughan, F. Baker, WIlhelm, Stargell, D. Allen,. P. Niek:co, Doel7l7, 
Boudreau, M. Brown, Winfield, A. S~ons, Dean, B. Williams, Wallace, 
Gossage. . 
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The Implications of Leadership Research on Baseball 
2. Current Theory 

Charles Pavitt 

In an..a.lj.<!si 27 I began a tlA1Ct-par' t ·:;:.er· i e::· of ar tic I es con c er'
ning the match between manager and team, specifically regarding 
Bi 11 James'" cl aim in the 1985 absi~.a..c.i (p. 214); "t1anagers ha\-'e 
different skills. • It is never a question of their goodness 
or badness, but of their suitability to the needs of the organi
zation at this moment." In the earlier article, I discussed 
evidence in the social science journals suggesting that changing 
managers has a nega t i \-'e impac t on a team-' s per'for'mance to the 
extent that the change is "disruptive" (occurs during the season 
and includes a replacement from outside of the organization). In 
this concluding article, I wish to describe some work in leade~

ship theory that stands in strong support of Bill-'s general 
claim while giving us with some insight into the manager/team 
match. 

Scientific resear~h on group leadership began in the 1920{s. 
At the time, scientists were apparently under the influence of 
what has come to be known as the "Great Man Theory of Leader
ship," the idea that certain people have special characteristics 
that set them apar·t fr'om the common fol k, so that they 1;,1i 11 be 
sucessful leaders in any situation. The scientific task was to 
discover what these characteristics are. First, scientists tried 
physical characteristics. While they found a disproportionate 
tendency, for example, for taller people to become leader's, 
neither height nor any other physical characteristic had any 
effect on a leader-'s performance. By the 1940's, scientists had 
turned to person~lity characteristics, correlating measures of 
some trait hypothesized to be relevant to' leadership <such as 
"intelligence" or "initiative") with measures of leadership per
formance. Correlations were rarely as high as .25, which is too 
small a relationship to have any practical value. Further, star'
ting in the late 1940/s, research appear'ed showing that leader::. 
successful in one type of task could not be expected to be suc
cessful in a different type of task. These studies struck at the 
heart of the "Great Man" theory, revealing its basic inadequacy. 

. Let me clarify the implications of all of this. While many, 
if not most, people seem to believe that some people are born 
leaders and ever'y'one else is not, the available evidence suggests 
otherwise. Leadership is situational. One should not expect a 
leader who has been successful in one type of situation to be 
successfu 1 in another type. Th i s conc 1 usi on, howe'v'er, begs at 
least two questions. First, what are the possible types of situa
tions in which leadership is relevant? Second, what types o-f 
leaders would be successful in each of them? 

Several answers to these questions have been proposed. The 
most successful proposal was made about twenty years ago b~ 
social psychologist Fred Fiedler. He suggested that situations 
can be classified accor·.ding to their .f~.r::.ab~.enE.S.s, the degr'ee to 
which the leader can act and expect these actions to succeed . 
Situational favorableness is a function of thr'ee dimensions. The 
most important dimension is l.£.a.rler::=m.embE.r:: .r::E~.a..±i.o.o.s, the degr-ee 
to which the leader has the ,support and loyalty of the subordi-
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na tes. As wi th the other- dimens-i OrIS, I eader--member- roe 1 ~_ t ions is 
categor-ized at either- end of a continuum; in this case, it can be 
either- ..g..D.DD (favor-able) or- bAd (unfavor-able). The second dimen
s ion, .L1.sK .:s.i.r:.ll.c.i.ll.r:J?, is the degr- ee to I;..lh i c h the r- equ i r- emen t .:. for
completing the task ar-e clearly specified. Task str-uctur-e can be 
ei ther clear:. (favor-abl e) or- lluclear:. (unfavor-abl e). Tasf< str-uc tur'e 
is considered one-half as important as leader-member- r-elations. 
Th e t hi r- d d i men s ion is .p.D.:siJ:.i.D.D .p.oLl./J?.r:, the degr- ee to 1,'_lh i c h the 
position of leadership (independently of the per-son filling the 
position) allows the_leader to r-ewar-d or- punish subor-dinates. 
Position power- is either- .:s.i.r:.D.D..Q (favor-able) or- Ll./J?..a.k (unfavor-
able). Position power- is. cons-ider'ed one-half as impor-tant as t~_Sf< 

str-uctur-e, and thus one-four-th as impor-tant as leader--member
r-elations. 

A typology of situations can be for-med by assigninQ to each 
situation a numer-ical weight analogous to its r-elative 
impor-tance (4 for leader--member- r-e1ations, 2 for- task str-uctur-e, 
1 for- position power-) and as.signing each situa.tion. the summed 
weight of its favor-able features. This r-esults in: 

Situation Leader--l"1ember- TaSf( Position O\/er-a 1 I 
Relations Structur-e POI;.Jer- F~_\.-'or-~.bl eness. 

I Good ( 4) C1 ear- ( 2) Str-ong (1) I.."ler·y High ( 7) 
II Gocld ( 4) Clear ( 2) ~~eaf( High ( ,;5) 

III Good ( 4) Unc 1 ear- Str-ong (1) High ( 5) 

1\) Good ( 4) Unc I ear- Weak t1edi urn ( 4) 
t) Bad Clear- ( 2) Strong (1) Medium ( 3) 

VI Bad Clear- ( 2) Weak LOI;..I ( 2) 

VII Bad Unclear- Str-ong (1) Lov,1 (1) 

VIII Bad Unclear- ~~eak Ver-y LOI;.J ( 0) 

Fi edl er' s theory has thus pr-ovi ded a possi b Ie ansv,ler- for- the 
fir-st question above; what ar-e the possible types of leader-ship
reI evant si tuations? His r-esear-ch has pr-ovided a possibl e anst/,ler' 
to the second question: what types of leader-s ar-e successful in 
each of them? Fiedler pr-oposed that I eader- per-for-mance is a 
r-esu1t of leader-ship style, which is in tur-n a result of the 
leader-'s char-acter-istic manner of viewing subordinates. Most 
simply, in cir-cums~ances of low favor-ableness, the most s-ucces·s
ful leaders tend to be those who only evaluate their subor-dinates 
according to the subor-dinate's per-for-mance in the gr-oup. For
these leaders, a bad wor-ker- is a bad per-son. These leader-s be
lieve that an or-ientation towar-d the task, even at the expense of 
the feelings of the gr-oup member-s, is conducive to good gr-oup 
perfor-mance. In cir-cumstances of medium favor-ableness, the most 
successful leaders are those who can evaluate their- subor-dinates 
as people independently of their- perfor-mance. For- these leader-s, 
a bad worker- may ver-y well be a good persoA. These leader-s be
lieve that good inter-per-sonal r-elationships among gr-oup member-s, 
even at the expense of gr-oup efficiency, is conducive to good 
gr-oup per-for-mance. In cir-cumstances. of high favor-ableness., sur-
pr-isingly, the "bad wor-ker- is a bad per-son" kind of leader is 
most successful. Appar-ently, now sur-r-ounded by good wo~ker-s, the 
leader- sees them all as good people and maintains str-ong inter-
per-sonal roe) aticlns INi th them. Resear-ch has shown cor-r-el ations 
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between trait measures of this leader characteristic to correlate 
in the order' of .4 to .6 \1.Jith leader' performance wi..ihi..n. .e.a..c.h 
si...±.li.a.ii...on., high enough tCI engender some trust in their r'el ation
ship. 

NCd.JJ, let us relate all clf this specifically to ba·3eball. 
First, it is important to note that the task structure of base
ball is always unclear. This is obvious when ~iewed relative to 
what would be considered a clear situation, sayan assembly line,' 
where we know that if we do steps 1 to 10, a Ford will pop out. 
The plan for winning baseball games cannot be analogously speci
fied, not IAlhen there i:. an oppclsing team intent to thwar·t it, and 
not when one has to ad lib strategy throughout the game depending 
on the score. A Fiedlerian typology for baseball would require 
QIl 1 )'1 ; 

Situation Leader' -Member' Position O\"'er'a 11 
Relations Power Favor' ab 1 en e:.s 

III Good Strclng High 
I I.) Good ~~eak l'"1edi um 

1..) I I Bad Strong LOI;..I 
'vI I I I Bad Weak \.)er·:,/ L Ctl.JJ 

Now an attempt to provide some scenarios for these situa
tions. Imagine a team with a rich and impatient owner prone to 
publ ic cri ticism of his pl ayer's and quick tCI send young p1 ayer's 
back to the minors and old players out to pasture. Such behaviors 
may bring ~bout in players a mistrust for the entire organiz
ational leadership chain (bad leader-member relations). The man.3,
ger is 1 i kewi se subj ec t to attack frclm and remova 1 by' the ov.mer 
(weak position power). Ths situation is very unfavorable, and as 
a. result requires a "bad worker is bad person" manager. Let us 
call this manager UBilly M.n [1] He is successful, so the owner 
steps back and leaves the players alone. As a result, leader
member rel ations improves. But wai t - good 1 eader-member r'el a
tions and poor position power means a situation with medium 
favorabl eness. So Bi 11 Y M. starts having pr'obl ems, and its time 
for him to go, and be replaced by a "bad worker may be good 
person" manager. Let us call this manager "Yogi B." So far so 
good - until the team slumps. Then the owner"'s behavior reverts, 
leader-member relations nosedives, and its time to bring back 
Bi 1 1 Y 11. 

Imagine a ~econd scenario. A team has a lot of young players 
respectful of the managerial ·position (good leader-member r'ela
tions). The manager is also yClung and unpr'oven, wor'king under' a 
"probationary" one-year contract (weak position power). This 
means medi urn favorabl eness and a "bad worker' - gClod per:.on" 
manager (IlChuck C."). The team shows promise, so the manager 
sticks ar'ound a few years, maybe gets a mul ti-year contr'act 
(str-en'g pesi tien power-). Now we have high favorabl eness and a 
need for a "bad worker - bad person" manager ("Dick W."). 

Let me try one more. An organization has a long history of 
success, along with a reputation for fair-handedness and loyalty 
to its players (resulting in high leader-member relations). It 
may only give its manager a one-year contract, but it has been 
giving the same manager one-year contracts for twenty years 
(strong position power). The situation is highly favor'able, sug-
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gesting a IIbad wor-!(er - bad player-II manager. Let us call this
manager IIWalter A." 

My attempt here to account for managerial success through 
Fiedler's theory does not always work. It fails to explain why a 
IIbad player - good person" manager (IITommy L.") has also succeed
ed in the last situation. As for those situations I have attempt
ed to explain, I may have misrepresented matters to some degree; 
I am sure I have oversimpl ified them. More basically', there is no 
question that Fiedler's theory is an oversimplification; but it 
is a good early attempt to account for the fact that leader-ship 
is situation-dependent, and his research is more support for this 
fact. ~~e should alway's remember that baseball is no exception to 
this fact, no matter what the best theory turns out to be. One 
interesting impl ication of all this is that because of its publ ic 
visibility, we can learn more about leadership in baseball and 
other major sports than about leadership is other areas. As a 
result, we might be able to use this knowledge to help us pro~ose 
better general theories of th~ leader-situation relationship than 
Fiedler's. It would be a great boon to sabermetrics if our work 
coul d be shown to ha\Je demclnstrabl e rel evance to other ar-eas. 

For further reading on leadership in general, consult Bernard M. 
Ba ss' Handbook o£ L.ead.er:..shi.p~ Mor e spec i f i cally r- e 1 evan t t CI t his 
article are two articles by Fiedler in ed~anc.e.s i.n E~p.er:.i.m.en±al 

Soci.al Es¥chol.og;:..:, edi ted by Leonard Berko!;.'!i tz ; the firs- tin 
Volume 1 (1964), the second in Volume 11 (1978). 

Footnote 1 - Any similarities between these fictional characters 
and actual people is totally intentional. 
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ON THE INACCURACY· OF THE F'YTHAGDHEAN E{~UATION AT EXTf1:Er>iE ::;CmUNG RATIOS 

E:y Dallas Ad",fl!":; 

The "Pythagorean Equation" of Bill James is familiar to readers of The Baseball 
Analyst. It. ·:;tates that the rat.io of a team's wiry:; and losses is appl'0::drll.3.tely equal· to 
t.he ratio between the squal'es of the t.eam's runs scol'ed and puns allo',I,led. 1 Symbolically: 

WL% = --------. 

which can be rewpit.ten as 

It. is reccll~nized that the equation 9~nel'ally wOI'ks well when applied to teams. That. 
is, when dealing with team scoring ratios (SR), where SR=R/OR, the equation is usefully 
accurate. If it is applied to all 20th century teams, the Standard Enol' is 
appro~dmately 4.2 wins. Thus,. about two tirfles in three the numbel' of wins predicted by 
the equation t.,dll be within 4.2 I:)f the team's actual wins total; and about 19 times in 
20 the ppedicted wins will be within twice 4.2 (i.e. 8.4 wins) of the actual figure. 

Note, thou.~h, that team scoI'ing ratios tend to be l'easonably close to 1.00. All but 
11 major lea'~ue teams this centupy have had SF:'s between 0.6 and 1.6; and the l'emaininl~ 
11 haven't been fap outside those limits. FOl' e~{ample, the modern (i.e since 1'3(0) 

·major league record scoring ratio is 1.848 by the 1906 Chicago Cubs. 
The}'e is, however, at least one appl ication whel'e the Pythago}'ean Equation is used on 

scoring ratios far beyond the major league team range. This application is the ..., 
computation of what Bill James calls Offensive Winning Percental~e} ~ the estimate of a 
player's offensive value as described in terms of his theoretical probability of winning 
vel'SUS an avepa.;)e pePiormance within his league. The ppoblem hel'e is that often the 
batters whose Offensive Winning Percentages are of particulap interest (e.g. the 
outstanding bafters in baseball) often create l'uns at two 01' three times (or ~ven more) 
the avel'age leaJ;)ue rate. Hence I in appl yi nl~ the Pythagol'ean Equation to the Offensive 
Winning Pepcenta1;)e of ·:;uch batters, ·(me is usin.;) :3R's of, say, :3.0 or :3 . .5. 

Because the equation has been determined to be l'easonably accurate for teams (i .e. 
fOl' :::;R's between 0.6 and 1.6) it has hithel'to been assumed to petain its accuracy at far 
higher (and far lower) scoping ratios. Unfortunately this is not the case. I tested 
the accuracy of the equation by sorting all majol' league teams fl'Ofll 1901 to 1980 into 
';)I'OUPS of similal' SF:, each gl'oup (except the last) t:overing a pange of .10 in scoring 
ratio. Then, aftel' applying the Pythag1)rean Equation to all teams, I computed the 
Standal'd EnOl' for each group. The resul ts are shown below in both tabula!' and 

-g!'aphical form.· 

SCORING RATIO STANDARD NUMBER 
RANGE ERROR OF TEAM::; 

0 . .50-0 . .59 6.9092 6 
0.60-0.69 4.9416 47 
0.70-0.79 4.6098 146 
0.80-0.89 4.2:3.50 212 
0.90-0. '39 4. 14.5.5 2.S9 
1 .00-1 .09 4.26:34 271 
1 .10-1 .19 4.2090 229 
1 .20-1 .29 :3.7221 1·-'·-' .;;i!.. 

1 .30-1 .:39 4 .. 5620 71 
1 .40-1 .49 4 . .5:3.5::: 27 
1 . .50-1 .. 59 6. ::::.5'36 9 
1 .60-1 .85 7.00.54 c:: ._' 
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.SCORING RATIO 

It. is evident that the equation is most accurate for SR's between 1.20 and 1.:3(~); and 
the fUl'ther IJne gets. from that range 1 the greater the Standard Error. That error is 
less than 4 wins in the 1 :20:-1 .30 SR J~l'IJUp, yet it is approximately 7 wins when dealing 
with SR's in. the (j.50-0.60 and 1.60-1.85 ranges. 

6:: .: 
.r. <:i .,........ 

The scol'inl~ ratio interval of 0.50-1.85 CIJVel'S the ':>ntire ranqe of 20th century major ~ 
leal~ue play. By utilizinl~ 19th century n)ajc1r leal~ue and 20th century minol' leal~ue data . 
it is possiQle to extend the range coveral~e sl il~htl y. FOl' e~(ample, I was able to find 
seven t.eams·;' with SR's e~(ceeding the 1.848 record of the 1906 Cubs. Treatinl~ these 
seven teams a.s a '~roup (their composite SR equals 2.0) and applying the Pythal;:jorean 
Equation as befol'e (and proratinl~ the l'esul ts to a 154 garl!e season) J one finds that the 
~t j j E . n ~c . 4 .;,.anlarl 1'\'Or 1S 0":'0 Wlns. 

c 
For the other e;d.reme, I located another seven tearns'-' with SR's below 0 . .50. 

RepeatinJ~ the calculations for this grc1up (their collective SR is 0.46) gives a Standal'd 
EI'I'OI' of 7.04 wins ina 154 game season. 

At· both ends, then, these hyper-e~(t\'eftle cases e~dend the el'I'OI' trend noted fOl' 20th 
cent.uI'Y majol' leal~ue teams: the more e~<.t.reffle one gets in scorinld ratio, the I~l'eat.er the 
'5tandal'd el'ror in the Pythagorean Equation's pI'ediction. Thi'5 casts much doubt on t.he 
accuracy of Offensive iJinning Percentage computations f01' l;:Jreat bat.·5men when those 
calculations involve the use of the Pythagorean Equation. 

, 1 . 8 ill James, 1 '386 Baseba 11 Abs t r ac t, page :3:3:3 

2. Bill James, The Bill James Historical Abstract, paqes 29:3-2'37 

:3. 1:376 Chical~o NL (2.4:3 !3R), 1884 :3t. Louis UA (2.07), 1::::35 New YOl'k NL (1.87), 
1'347 Hav.:l\1a FLA INT (1.852), 197:3 Te::·::as GCL (1.855), l'37E, Te::<:a'5 GeL (2.0'3), 
1'379 Paintsville APP (1.849) 

4. which cQl'l'esPQnds, in 154 ';:Jarnes, tQ a .0.54 Standal'd Error in \J.IL% 

5. 1876 Cincinnati NL (,41 SR), 1:383 Philadelphia ~.jL (49), 1:::90 Pittsbul'l~h NL (48), 
1899 Cleveland NL (.42), 1946 Portland N ENG <: .47), 1946 Fall FUver N ENG (.4:::), 
1946 Walden N ATL (.43). NQte, there 'were also thl'ee teams in t.t-le 1:384 Union 
Ass,:u:i.~tion with SR's below 0 .. 50; but t.hese teams played Qnly bl'iefly· and disband=;Ir.:_~;:;~ 
early in the season, hen~e I did not include them. - . 
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STRIKEOUT-TO-WALK RATIOS AND WINNING 'RECORDS 
by Russ Eagle 

One of the questions Bill James asked in his' "Suggestions for Areas of 
Research" in the March edition of the Baseball Analyst was "What is the 
connection between strikeout-to-walk ratio and a winning record?" lIve 
constructed the chart on the next page, similar to the one Mr. James suggesteg, 
in an effort to answer this question. 

I began by identifying all pitchers during the period 1970-1984 who pitched 
at least 162 innings. For strike seasons this r~quirement was lowered to one 
inning pitched per team game. There were 1274 pitchers who qualified (I think 
I got them all, I may have missed one or two). For each pitcher I recorded 
their won-lost record, calculated tneir K/W ratio, and recorded their team's 
won-lost record. The-source Used was The Sports Encyclopedia: Baseball. 

Rather t~ try to explain each column of the chart, I'll just describe 
one row, the one marked by an asterisk. This line tells you that ' there were 46 
pitchers with a strikeout-t9-walkratio"between 2.75/1 and 2.99/1, inclusive. 
Thirty of these pitchers had winning records. That's 65%. Eleven had losing 
records, while five had .500 won-lost percentages. As a group these pitchers 
were 674-502, a winning per~entage of .573. Thirty-two pitchers, or 7~/o of the 
46, pitched for winning teams. Fourteen pitched for losing clubs. None'pitched 
for teams with a .500 record. 

I decided t.o.record the team data as I went along because, for one thing, 
it was convenient to do so, put also because I thought it might clarify things 
a bit further. The correlation between K/W ratio and won/lost record suggested 
by the chart may be exaggerated a bit by the quality of team the pitcher plays 
for. For example, the pitchers with the lower K/W ratios are going to be on 
losing tepms mOre often than not. A losing team is much more likely to give 
162 innings of work to' such a pitcher. The team data in the final four columns 
of the chart may be of use to anyone who wishes to study the issue further. 

As the chart shows, the percentage of pitchers with winning records does 
increase as K/W ratio improves. A more liberal grouping 'of the data yields the 
following: 

K/W RATIO 
4.00/1 or better 
3.00/1 - 3.99/1 
2.00/i - 2.99/1 
0.50/~ - 1. 99/1 

# PITCHERS 
8 

57 
359 
850 

% WINNING RECORDS 
100% 

88% 
69"/0 
50% 

WINNING % 
.648 
.610 
.559, 
.510 

Some may be surprised initially that 50% df the latter group had winning records, 
but remember'that we're talking about pitchers with 162-plus innings. A ,guy's 
not likely to get that many innings unless he has something going for him. In 
fact, the 1274 pitchers in this study have a combined winning percentage of .530, 
and they are 1895 games over .500. That means the pitchers with less than 162 
innings are 1895 games below .500~ 

There's a lot more that can be done with the data in the chart. I plan 
to use it first of all as part of a study I·'in working on on 20-game winners. For 
now I pr.E!sent it as is', in hopes that it can be of some use to others. 
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STRIKEOUTS TO WALKS: EFFECTS ON WINNING 
# WINNING % LOSING 

K/W RATIO PITCHERS RECORDS WINNERS RECORDS .500 WINS LOSSES PCT. 

5.00/1 or better 

4.75/1 -.4.99/1 

4.50/1 - 4.74/1' 

2 2 +00 0 0 49 25 .766 

.1 

2 

4.25/1 - 4.49/1 0 

4.00/1 - 4.24/1 

3.75/1 - 3.99/1 

3.50/1 - 3.74/1 

3.25/1 - 3.49/1 

3.00/1 - 3.24/1 

*2.75/1 - 2.9~/1 

2.50/1 - 2.74/1 

2.25/1 2.49/1 

2.00/1 - 2.24/1 

1. 75/1 - 1. 99/1 

1.50/1 1.74/1 

1.25/1 - 1.49/1 

1. 00/1 - 1. 24/1 

0.75/1 - 0.99/1 

0.50/1 - 0.74/1 

3 

9 

10 

18 

20 

46 

76 

102 

135 

184 

203 

247 

162 

49 

5 

1 

2 

3 

9 

9 

15 

l7 

30 

54 

71 

92 

104 

108 

131 

70 

12 

1 

100 

100 

100 

100 

90 

83 

85 

65 

71 

70 

68 

57 

53 

53 

43 

24 

20 

o· 
o 

o 
o 
1 

2 

2 

11 

16 

27 

34 

65 

82 

99 

77 

32 

4 

o 24 10 ·.706 

o 42 26 .618 

o 38 

o 137 

o 159 

22 .63'3 

98' .582 

104 .605 

1 315 185 .630 

1 331 215 .606 

5 674 502 .573 

6 1106 856 .564 

4 1489 1158 .563 

9 1902 1558 ,550 

15 2338 2105 

13. 2531 2392 

17 2978 2818 

15 1894 1914 

5 491 591 

o 42 66 

.526 

.514 

.514 

.497 

.454 

.389 

WINNING LOSING .500 % WITH 
TEAMS TEAMS TEAMS WINNING TEAMS 

2 0 0 100 

1 0 0 100 

2 0 0 100 

2 

3 

6 

15 
15 

32 

51 

62 

75 

107 

96 

130 

70 

16 

1 

1 

5 

4 

2 

5 

14 

24 

34 

53 

75 

95 

113 

86 

31 

4 

o 
1 

o 
1 

o 
o 
1 

6. 

'7 

2 

12 

4 

6 

2 

o 

67 

33 

60 

83 

75 

70 

67 

61 

56 

58 

47 

53 

43 

33 
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One final comment. The line marked with the asterisk is the only one that seems put of line with the 
others.' The group winning percentage of .573 seems to be about right(in relation.to the others on the chart), 
but the percentage of pitchers with winning records does not. Only 65% of these pitchers had winning records, 
even though they had a good K/W ratio and 7~/o of them pitched for winning teams. I double-checked everything, 
and the data is correct. I went back and looked at the team records for the pitchers involved, compiling the 
winning percentage of the 46 teams combined. Again it fit neatly in with the values for the other groups. 
I really don I t have any idea why only 65% of these pitchers W'ere winners. I did notice that 11 of the 16 . 
non-winning pitchers were within at least 2 games of .500. If just four of these had managed to win another 

/~""me or two, the percentage of winners would hav~ 11mped to 74%, so maybe I'm making too much of it • .::i')\ 
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